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The Mirrlees Review and the optimal rate of taxation of capital income 
 
 
This ongoing major review of taxation under Nobel laureate James Mirrlees includes a 
chapter by Banks and Diamond1 that considers the relative taxation of capital and 
labour income.  It draws out some possible implications for the SWG’s deliberations on 
New Zealand’s tax system. 
 
Optimal tax theory uses general models to draw inferences about how tax bases and 
tax rates should be set in order to strike a balance between equity and efficiency 
concerns.  The models do not generate specific optimal taxes but are a useful starting 
point for analysis and policy thinking. They can be combined with other considerations 
(such as concern over administrative and compliance costs, political feasibility etc.) to 
glean insights into how the tax system might be improved. 
 
Some earlier results from optimal tax theory suggested that capital income should not 
be taxed at all, in order to avoid distorting people’s decisions between consumption 
now and saving to finance future consumption.  However, Banks and Diamond find “the 
required conditions for the optimality of zero taxation of capital income... to be too 
restrictive” and conclude that “the finding of no role for capital taxation is therefore 
considered not robust enough for policy purposes” (p. 552).  Their key reasons for 
taxing at least some people on their capital income are: 
 

 People with high earnings capacity tend to be more willing and able to smooth 
consumption over their lifetime by saving than those with low earnings capacity. 

 People with different earnings capabilities tend to have different earnings 
profiles and consumption needs over their life-cycle.  In particular, people in 
early or mid-life are uncertain about their future earnings and the amount of 
uncertainty faced is likely to differ by earnings capability. 

 
Although Banks and Diamond argue that capital income should be taxed, they do not 
conclude that labour and capital should be taxed at the same rates.  However, they do 
suggest that the marginal tax rates on capital and labour incomes should be related to 
each other in some way to discourage the conversion of labour income into capital 
income, as opposed to the Nordic system where there is a universal flat rate of tax on 
capital income.  However, they note that without extensive calibrated calculations, it is 
unclear how strong the relationship between labour and capital income taxes should 
be. 
 
They also point to the attractiveness of age-dependent taxes.  An advantage is that 
people cannot manipulate their age and this reduces the distortionary impact of the tax.  
Such taxes can take into account that people’s circumstances tend to follow regular 
patterns according to their age, and also allow tax policy to target individuals with 
different expectations of the future.  While Banks and Diamond suggest that age-
dependent taxes for both labour and capital income may be beneficial, they note that a 
detailed analysis would be needed to assess the benefits versus the costs (including 
the added complexity) of moving to such a system.  

                                                 
1  Banks, James and Peter Diamond (2010) "The base for direct taxation." in J Mirrlees, S 

Adam, T Besley, R Blundell, S Bond, R Chote, M Gammie, P Johnson, G Myles and J 
Poterba eds Dimensions of Tax Design: the Mirrlees Review: Oxford University Press): 548-
674. <http://www.ifs.org.uk/mirrleesreview/dimensions/ch6.pdf> 
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Although they conclude that a zero-rate of taxation of capital income is not desirable, 
the issue remains of the harmful compounding of taxation of capital income resulting in 
a growing tax wedge the longer the horizon for decision-making.  This suggests a 
possible pattern of capital income taxes that vary with the age of the saver and/or with 
the time lapse between saving and later consumption (as with retirement saving 
schemes that are tax-favoured) 
 
In conclusion, the optimal tax literature does not offer precise guidance into the optimal 
rate of capital income tax in New Zealand.  In practice the appropriate rate of taxation 
will depend on considerations both included and not included in optimal-tax models.  
However, the following insights can be gleaned from Banks and Diamond’s work.  First, 
the recent literature dispels the notion that a zero rate of capital income tax is optimal.  
But, secondly, it also highlights the large tax wedge, particularly for longer time 
horizons, which may suggest a lower rate of taxation on capital income than labour 
income is appropriate2, and indicates a possible role for capital income tax that varies 
with the age of the saver and/or with the time lapse between saving and later 
consumption.  Finally, Banks and Diamond suggest that tax on capital income and 
labour income should be related, leading to a preference for progressive taxation of 
capital income and labour income (although not necessarily at the same rates) as 
opposed to a Nordic system with progressive tax on labour income, but a flat tax on 
capital income.   

                                                 
2  It should be noted that Banks and Diamond are cautious in their findings in this area, saying 

“...there is the danger of anchoring towards zero, resulting in a conclusion that capital 
income taxation should be lighter, without a good basis for reaching that conclusion” (p. 634) 
and suggest that extensive calculations using calibrated models are needed to evaluate this 
issue.   

 


